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Infinite configuration options

(customize your system)

Unlimited load capacity for 

even the largest amplifier designs

Can be configured or expanded 

vertically to support multiple 

amplifiers in same frame system

Designed to optimize 

performance of HRS Isolation 

bases designed specifically for 

each amplifier model

Can be re-optimized at anytime 

in the future for different 

amplifier models

SXRC AUDIO STAND
a low noise f loor  is  fundamental

“The SXRC was designed in response to HRS customers who wanted to vertically stack their large 

amplifiers to save floor space in their listening room and to achieve excellent performance.  HRS took 

this request to heart and developed the SXRC series which can support every amplifier in the world in 

any quantity and configuration desired by our customers.”

The patent pending SXRC Audio Stand was created to provide 

exceptional broadband noise reduction while having the capability of 

supporting even the largest of amplifier designs. It was developed 

based on technical concepts and technology derived from decades 

of experience with high performance audio stand design. It is an 

innovative, beneficial and complementary addition to the SXR Series. 

The modular frame concept is manufactured from billet-machined 

aircraft aluminum with a built in resonance control system.

Michael Latvis, Chief Engineer
Harmonic Resolution Systems Inc.

Harmonic Resolution Systems (HRS) industry leading performance is derived 

from decades of engineering experience with audio, defense, and aerospace 

systems. All products are manufactured in the US by skilled craftsmen using 

superior techniques, exotic finishes, and proprietary materials. HRS is 

dedicated to producing the finest audio products in the world.
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®

The SXRC Audio Stand can be configured to 

support every amplifier in the world. Please consult 

your authorized HRS sales agent to determine the best 

configuration for your system needs.

HRS SXRC Audio Stand Physical Characteristics


